Inspiratory loading elicits aberrant fMRI signal changes in obstructive sleep apnea.
We hypothesized that neural processes mediating deficient sensory and autonomic regulatory mechanisms in obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) would be revealed by responses to inspiratory loading in brain regions regulating sensory and motor control. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals and physiologic changes were assessed during baseline and inspiratory loading in 7 OSA patients and 11 controls, all male and medication-free. Heart rate increases to inspiratory loading began earlier and load pressures were achieved later in OSA patients. Comparable fMRI changes emerged in multiple brain regions in both groups, including limbic, cerebellar, midbrain, and primary motor cortex. However, in OSA subjects, altered signals appeared in primary sensory thalamus and sensory cortex, supplementary motor cortex, cerebellar cortex and deep nuclei, cingulate, medial temporal, and insular cortices, right hippocampus, and midbrain. Signal delays occurred in basal ganglia. We conclude that areas mediating sensory and autonomic processes, and motor timing, are affected in OSA; many of these areas overlap regions of previously demonstrated gray matter loss.